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1.  EL00.1 general note 2 has a requirement to remove the branch circuitry back to the source. 

Drawing EL07.8, the manhole matrix, identifies the manholes with unused wiring but does not 
identify where the source is located. Identify where the source is located to each manhole that 
has power or communication wiring to be removed?  

Response: An addendum will be issued to indicate the contractor will perform the 
following:  Remove raceways and boxes within manholes, cap and abandon 
existing buried conduits. Wiring to be removed originates from the buildings 
and structures adjacent to the respective manhole. Coordinate with the COTR 
and MWAA Electric Shop for identification of circuits to be removed or 
abandoned. Allow for circuit removal of 250’ of 3-#10 conductors from each 
manhole where wiring or equipment is indicated to be removed. Disconnect 
and cap wiring at source where it cannot be removed due to failure of the 
conduit system. 

2. EL00.1 general note 3 has a requirement to remove inserts from manhole walls. This requirement 
could result in damage to the manhole. The only way we know of removing inserts is to core 
drill around the insert. Can the inserts be abandoned in place? 

Response: An addendum will be issued to indicate the contractor will perform the 
following:  Remove existing surface mounted channels from manhole walls 
where deadbreak junction bars and cable racks are indicated to be replaced or 
remounted. The existing inserts are badly corroded. Inserts that cannot easily 
be pried out may be abandoned in place. Brush inserts and slots clean of loose 
rust and debris. 

3. Specification 260526 3.3 C has a requirement to bond pulling irons and ladders. There are no 
notes on any of the drawings indicating these requirements. If these requirements are to remain 
revise the manhole matrix and grounding detail to indicate the extent of work requirements?  

Response: An addendum will be issued to indicate the contractor will perform the 
following:  Bond manhole cover rims and cable shields as indicated. Pulling 
irons are not required to be bonded. There are no existing ladders in the 
manholes. 



4. Drawing EL00.1 general note 8 requires that water in a manhole that has a visible sheen or fuel 
odor to be pumped into a tanker truck and disposed. Please identify how many manholes and 
how many gallons of water in each manhole should be included in the bid proposal? 

Response: The bid proposal shall not include cost for pumping and removing 
contaminated water, i.e., water with visible sheen or fuel order.  The note will 
be revised similar to ‘When the Contractor finds water in a manhole that has a 
visible sheen or fuel order the Contractor is to report the finding immediately 
to the COTR.  The COTR will notify the Authority’s Task Environmental 
Contractor to pump and remove contaminated waters.  The Contractor is 
advised that this process requires 48 advance notice prior to the Manholes 
being pumped.’   As stated in the Pre-Bid Conference, the Design A/E 
performed Manhole surveys and video taped spare ducts in the Manhole 
Systems in the Spring of 2012 and did not encounter contaminated water. An 
addendum will be issued. 

5. Drawing EL07.1 drawing note 18 requires the replacement of cables to the padmount switch. 
What type of terminations are required for the switch; live front, dead front or dead break  

Response: Deadfront terminations.  

6. The price schedule item no. 1.02 existing conditions. Please explain what is to be included in this 
item.  

Response: Note that the total price is expected to cover all work, the breakdown is to be 
general information for reviewing offers.  However, Item 1.02 may include 
work such as dewatering manholes, initial cleaning of manholes and removal 
of unused wiring and equipment (sump pumps, etc.).  

7. The price schedule item no. 1.05 exterior improvements. Please explain what is to be included in 
this item? 

Response: Note that the total price is expected to cover all work, the breakdown is to be 
general information for reviewing offers.  However, Item 1.05 may include 
Division 32 “Exterior Improvements” items including concrete, asphalt and 
grass.  

8. Please verify, the specification section for medium voltage cables calls for the manufacturer and 
installer to jointly provide a warranty of 30 years. This is the third MWAA project that has had 
this requirement. Is this a typo or is this required and what if any options are there. 

Response: An Addendum will be issued to revise the warranty to require a 30 year 
warranty on materials not installation. 

 


